electoral history of bernie sanders wikipedia - the electoral history of bernie sanders includes the 2016 democratic party presidential primaries and caucuses and elections as united states senator from vermont united states representative from vermont s at large district 1991 2007 and mayor of burlington 1981 1989 1 united states senate elections 1 1 1972, did enough bernie sanders supporters vote for trump to - on tuesday night sen bernie sanders i vt clinton s losses in the rust belt which cost her an electoral college majority can be attributed to many factors and a lot depends on the, bernie sanders on political electoral reform - bernie sanders on political electoral reform senator bernie sanders demands that the united states elected government represent us its people he observes a disturbing trend where the average citizen is disenfranchised and fears that we are losing what makes america great our system of democracy, bernie sanders and a brief history of vermont presidential - can sanders top his own mark from 2016 for the best presidential campaign in state history as expected bernie sanders added his name to the growing 2020 democratic presidential field by officially launching his campaign on tuesday continuing the streak of there being at least one retread candidate in every presidential election cycle in the modern primary era, bernie sanders vs donald trump 2020 map prediction 2020 electoral map projection - bernie sanders vs donald trump 2020 electoral map prediction projecting the 2020 election results in this video i go through each state predicting and projecting who would win a hypothetical, bernie sanders entra en la carrera electoral para 2020 - bernie sanders entra en la carrera electoral para 2020 por juana summers associated press el senador independiente bernie sanders anunci el martes que nuevamente intentar conseguir, bernie sanders voting records the voter s self defense - vote smart provides easy access to congressional and state voting records and maintains a collection of key votes grouped by issue vote smart uses the following criteria to select key votes the vote should be helpful in portraying how a member stands on a particular issue the vote should be clear, bernie sanders entra en la carrera electoral para 2020 - bernie sanders entra en la carrera electoral para 2020 el senador por vermont bernie sanders cuya revolucionaria campa a presidencial de 2016 reform la p bernie sanders entra en la, bernie sanders entra en la carrera electoral para 2020 - bernie sanders entra en la carrera electoral para 2020 por juana summers associated press published 6 39 am cst tuesday february 19 2019, bernie sanders s statement on russian electoral interference - the real question to be asked is what was the clinton campaign doing about russian interference they had more information about this than we did sanders said in the interview with vermont public radio after being contacted by politico about the interview sanders issued a lengthy statement calling the russian involvement a direct assault on the free democratic systems that stand, 2020 us presidential election sanders vs trump future - this was the election with the two oldest major party candidates in american history bernie sanders was the biggest winner in the electoral college since george h w bush in 1988 and had the biggest percentage of the vote since reagan 4 years before bush the voting turnout was of almost 60 the highest since 1968, bernie sanders enters 2020 presidential race usatoday com - the bern returns bernie sanders announces entry into crowded 2020 democratic field sanders called out trump as the most dangerous president in modern american history as well as a fraud a, why organized labor must back bernie sanders - bernie sanders is an anomaly in us politics he has demonstrated a constancy of principles for more than forty years guiding him to work in the interests of working people sanders hates personal political opportunism